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Gardner's novel, published in 1971, postdates the
major writings of Jacques Lacan, while it predates those of
Julia Kristeva. In this essay, I attempt to situate Grendel
between some of the major ideas of these two influential
thinkers, while simultaneously using these ideas as the foun-
dation for a discussion of language (and to a lesser extent,
image) in the novel. In terms of modes of understanding,
image and language come to represent two distinct realms:
the imaginary order and the symbolic order. I first discuss
Gardner's novel in relation to Lacan's work. Second, I con-
sider Jhe concept of the border as it relates to a Lacanian
reading of the novel. Third, I further analyze the novel in
terms of some of Kristeva's work. Finally, I consider
Grendel's opposition to systems, whether linguistic or socio-
political. As a mode of knowledge and power, how does
language allow one to control who or what is deemed mon-
strous? Concomitantly, then, does language necessitate the
creation of a monstrous-other? In considering this problem,
I begin with the assumption that, since difference is inherent
in a linguistic mode of understanding, language leads to so-
cial hierarchy. It goes without saying that the ramifications
of this problem extend well beyond Gardner's novel.
I. Lacan's Mirror Stage and the Imaginary, Symbolic, and
Real Orders
Gardner's novel allows for a wide range of psy-
chological and philosophical readings, from the Oedipal to
the existential. A Lacanian reading of the text, however,
works particularly well. Indeed, it is quite possible that
Gardner had read and been influenced by Lacan's famous
paper, "The mirror stage as formative of the function of the
1 as revealed in psychoanalytic experience," presented in
1949, more than twenty years before Grendel was published.
In this short paper, Lacan outlines the process by which a
child moves from a pre-linguistic, pre-conscious state to one
in which he or she has both acquired language and become
self-conscious. Lacan describes this process as a movement
from the imaginary order to the symbolic order, the transi-
tion being the mirror stage. There also exists a fourth ele-
ment (a third order): the real order.
The translator, Alan Sheridan, defines these terms
more clearly than Lacan himself does. The imaginary order
is "the world, the register, the dimension of images, con-
scious or unconscious, perceived or imagined" (ix). In con-
trast, the symbolic order refers "not [to] icons, stylized figu-
rations, but signifiers, in the sense developed by Saussure"
(ix): "differential elements, in themselves without meaning,
which acquire value only in their mutual relations" (ix). The
real order "stands for what is neither symbolic nor imagi-
nary, and remains foreclosed from the analytic experience,
which is an experience of speech" (x). The imaginary order,
or "[w]hat is prior to the assumption of the symbolic" (x),
relates to the real order in that it is real in its 'raw' state" (x).
Finally, Sheridan points out that "the 'real' is not to be con-
fused with reality, which is perfectly knowable: the subject
of desire knows no more than that since for it reality is en-
tirely phantasmatic" (x). Thus, the real order is the constant,
unchanging element in the series; it is "that which is lacking
in the symbolic order, the ineliminable residue of all articu-
lation, the foreclosed element, which may be approached,
but never grasped: the umbilical cord of the symbolic" (x).
Sheridan suggests that language (the symbolic order) links
the subject to the real order. Similarly, the image (the imagi-
nary order) links the ego to the real order. In spite of these
links, however, the ego and the subject are both separated
from the real order, and are therefore defined by a lack, or
desire.
The process by which Grendel leaves his mother's
cave and discovers the world of men is quite similar to that
developed by Lacan. Having acquired language, Grendel
reflects upon his earlier mode of understanding, in what Lacan
would decidedly refer to as the imaginary order. Grendel
describes his mother's love for him: "She loved me, in some
mysterious sense I understood without her speaking it. I was
her creation. We were one thing" (17, italics mine). Here,
understanding is achieved without speech; Grendel is still
un-self-conscious, viewing himself as a part of his mother.
Gradually, he grows aware of himself as a being separate
from his mother. He learns of his separate identity from her
glare: "When her strange eyes burned into me, it did not seem
quite sure. I was intensely aware of where 1 sat, the volume
of darkness I displaced, the shiny-smooth span of packed
dirt between us, and the shocking separateness from me in
my mama's eyes" (17). In seeing his mother's burning eyes,
Grendel recognizes her as a separate being, thereby initiat-
ing a consciousness of self.
Grendel describes his new self-consciousness: "I
observe myself observing what I observe. It startles me.
'Then I am not that which observes!' I am lack. Alack! No
thread, no frailest hair between myself and the universal clut-
ter! I listen to the underground river. I have never seen it"
(29). And so, Grendel eventually develops this "frailest hair"
between himself and the world. He knows of the underground
river, though he has never seen it—he is "[tjalking, talking,
spinning a skin" (29), a skin that will separate him from the
world at the same time that it allows him an understanding
of it. This "skin" is, of course, language—or what Grendel
calls "talking."
It is worth noting that Grendel describes his mother
primarily in terms of her eyes. Although she lives in dark-
ness, she is a visual creature; Grendel explains, "Of all the
creatures I knew, in those days, only my mother really looked
at me.—Stared at me as if to consume me, like a troll" (17).
However, the other creatures in the cave also watch him:
"on shelves or in hallways of my mother's cave, large old
shapes with smouldering eyes sat watching me" (16). Not
only is the primary physical feature of Grendel's mother her
burning eyes, but she is also bereft of language—she neither
speaks nor thinks. Grendel explains, "Not that she thinks.
Not that she dissects and ponders the dusty mechanical bits
of her miserable life's curse" (11). He also describes her
pre-linguistic state:
She'd forgotten all language long ago, or maybe
had never known any. I'd never heard her speak to
the other shapes. (How I myself learned to speak I
can't remember; it was a long, long time ago.) But
I talked on, trying to smash through thewalls of her
unconsciousness. "The world resists me and I re-
sist the world," I said. "That's all there is. The
mountains are what 1 define them as." (28)
Grendel has realized the influence of language on the way
he perceives the world, but he does not yet recognize its in-
fluence on the way he is perceived. This does not occur
until he learns of the Shaper.
Once Grendel has left the cave and come in con-
tact with the Danes—"That night, for the first time, I saw
men" (23)—he describes his mother's reaction to his depar-
ture: "I was, in her eyes, some meaning I myself could never
know and might not care to know: an alien, the rock broken
free of the wall" (23). Grendel finds himself trapped be-
tween the imaginary order and the symbolic order: "I must
have pushed the two boles apart as I stepped up into the place
where they joined, and then when I stupidly let go again
they closed on my foot like a trap" (18). His immediate
reaction is to cry out for his mother. Until this time, Grendel's
world has been ordered around the central point of his mother;
now, in the world of men, he finds himself in chaos: "each
thing trying to detach itself, lift itself out of the general mean-
ingless scramble of objects, but falling back, melting to the
blank, infuriating clutter of not-my-mother.... If she were
there, the cliffs, the brightening sky, the trees, the stag, the
waterfall would suddenly snap into position around her, sane
again, well organized" (19).
Instead of Grendel's mother, a bull appears in the
distance and "the world snap[s] into position around him, as
if in league with him" (19). Grendel's mother has been
replaced with the bull. Rather than the vaginal image of the
cave, the bull's horn manifests a phallic image. Grendel is
literally penetrated by this phallus: "The tip of one horn had
torn me to the knee" (21). Eventually he is surrounded by
the inhabitants of the symbolic order, the Danes: "suddenly
I knew I was dealing with no dull mechanical bull but with
thinking creatures, pattern makers" (27). Grendel also real-
izes that he shares a language with the men who attack him:
"The sounds were foreign at first, but when I calmed my-
self, concentrating, I found 1 understood them: it was my
own language, but spoken in a strange way" (23). Before he
can be killed by the Danes, however, Grendel is rescued and
brought back to the cave by his mother. That night, when
Grendel's mother clutches him in her sleep, he is unable to
bear the thing that once comforted him: "I can't breathe, and
I claw to get free" (29). It is at this point that Grendel is
drawn to the symbolic order, and attempts to join the world
of language and men. Grendel quickly leams to resist the
tendency to "tease, torment [his] wits toward meaningful
patterns that do not exist" (11). He exists neither in the imagi-
nary order, nor in the symbolic order, but at the border of the
two.
II. Policing the Border between the Imaginary Order and the
Symbolic Order
In his essay "Monster Culture (Seven Theses),"
Cohen states that each monster is "a double narrative, two
living stories: one that describes how the monster came to
be and another, its testimony, detailing what cultural use the
monster serves" (13). Cohen continues, explaining how the
monster enforces "the ties between men that keep a patriar-
chal society functional" (13) and "validate[s] a tight, hierar-
chical system of naturalized leadership and control where
every man ha[s] a functional place" (13-14). The monster
successfully polices the border because it "can no longer
speak, only signify" (13). The monster is emptied of its pre-
vious identity and made to serve a normative function; its
individual identity is replaced with a cultural one.
In Gardner's novel, Cohen's model is closely fol-
lowed. Though communication between Grendel and hu-
mans is possible, the Danes (with the two exceptions of
Unferth and Ork) view him as incapable of human speech,
and therefore monstrous. Indeed, the Dragon describes the
Shaper as a sort of border creator, designating a border pa-
trol (Grendel) to minimize doubt and dissent within the bor-
der by moving it to the outside. This process transforms
doubt into fear. It is this method of converting doubt into
fear of the monstrous other that allows Hrothgar's men to
collect payment without being questioned. So long as mon-
sters exist, virtually any action can be justified in the name
of protection. The Dragon explains this shaping process:
They sense that, of course, from time to time;
have uneasy feelings that all they live is non-
sense.... That's where the Shaper saves them.
Provides an illusion of reality—puts together all
their facts with a gluey whine of connected-
ness.... But he spins all together with harp runs
and hoots, and they think what they think is alive j
think Heaven loves them. (64-65)
After being rejected from the symbolic order, Grendel
decides he would sooner be a monster on the border of this
system than be entirely outside of it. He becomes an
"earth-rim-roamer, walker of the world's weird wall" (7);
he knows that "Behind [his] back [is] the world's end"
(11). Grendel exclaims, "I wanted it, yes! Even if I must
be the outcast, cursed by the rules of [the Shaper's]
hideous fable" (55). While the humans are "system-
makers," Grendel also depends on the system to define
himself, for he is only an outsider relative to the system.
Thus, Grendel raids the meadhall and, each time, he sees
that "the builders are hammering, replacing the door for (it
must be) the fiftieth or sixtieth time" (14). Grendel
enforces a social hierarchy each time he breaks down the
meadhall door, insofar as his attacks serve to justify the
feudal system Hrothgar has created.
III. Kristeva's Abjection, Maternal Authority, and Paternal
Laws
Interestingly enough, Gardner's pre-Kristevian
novel includes an abundance of blood, one of the "pollut-
ing objects" (42) Barbara Creed includes in the abject.
Grendel describes the stifling presence of his mother: "I
smell my mama's blood and, alarmed, I hear from the
walls and floor of the cave the booming, booming, of her
heart" (29). When Grendel's mother rescues him from the
Danes, the signal of her arrival is "her smell pour[ing] in
like blood into a silver cup" (27-28). Even the movement
from the imaginary order toward the symbolic order
results in the loss of blood (that is, the leaving behind of
the abject): "Blood gushed from my ankle and shin" (18).
When this happens, one of the Danes inspects the tree
where Grendel's ankle has been bleeding: "'It looks like
blood,' he said, and made a face" (25). When Grendel is
angered by the actions of the Danes, he feels an over-
whelming bloodlust: "I feel my anger coming back... my
belly growling, mindless as wind, for blood" (9). Blood is
clearly connected to the presence of Grendel's mother and
to Grendel's opposition to the symbolic order.
Secondly, Kristeva's distinction between maternal
authority and paternal laws is significant to the novel. As
Creed explains, Kristeva "distinguishes between maternal
'authority' and 'paternal laws': 'Maternal authority is the
trustee of that mapping of the self's clean and proper body;
it is distinguished from the paternal laws within which,
with the phallic phase the acquisition of language, the
destiny of man will take shape'" (43). Grendel quite
literally sets asitde maternal authority when his mother
stands in the way of him leaving to attend the Shaper's
funeral: "She tries to prevent me. I lift her by the armpits
as though she were a child and, gently, I set her aside"
(147). Upon leaving the cave, he re-enters the symbolic
order and is again confronted by the paternal laws that
have designated him as monstrous. In Kristeva's terms, it
is the Shaper who, "with the acquisition of language,"
determines how "the destiny of man will take shape."
Finally, Creed points to Kristeva's argument that
"historically, it has been the function of religion to purify
the abject but with the disintegration of these 'historical
forms' of religion, the work of purification now rests
solely with 'the catharsis par excellence called art'" (46).
Curiously, Gardner's modern addition to the Beowulf epic
fits this formula. Within Hrothgar's kingdom, religious
rituals are seen as acts of showmanship; even the priests
doubt the value of the rituals they perform. Gardner
writes, "No one in the kingdom believes that the gods have
life in them" (128). Instead, people turn to the aesthetic
ritual of storytelling performed by the Shaper. It is the
Shaper's poetic (and propagandistic) reworking of the
past—accompanied by harp—that genuinely interests
Hrothgar's people. Even Grendel is seduced by the
Shaper's convincing words:
Even to me, incredibly, he had made it all seem
true and very fine. Now a little, now more, a
great roar began, an exhalation of breath that
swelled to a rumble of voices and then to the
howling and clapping and stomping of men gone
mad on art. They would seize the oceans, the
farthest stars, the deepest secret rivers in
Hrothgar's name! (43)
The Shaper is in fact described as a sort of Anglo-Saxon
version of Homer, "a blind man.... carrying a harp" (40),
who controls the collective memory of the past and
influences the beliefs of an entire group of people "for a
price" (42). Brilliantly, Gardner has made this "memory-
scraper" (46) blind; unable to see images, he must rely on
language to order the world. This master of language- of
the symbolic order- is entirely removed from the imagi-
nary order; he is physically unable to perceive the world as
image. This opposition between the burning eyes of
Grendel's speechless mother and the powerful words of
the sightless Shaper is the embodiment of Lacan's opposi-
tion between the imaginary order and the symbolic order,
which is itself linked to Kristeva's conflict between
maternal authority and paternal laws.
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IV. Grendel as System-Destroyer
In her essay "Beowulf as Palimpsest," Ruth
Waterhouse points out that, "The wide-ranging nature of the
attack of such an Other upon individual and society and even
upon the natural milieu... has been more and more narrowed
in more recent monsters, but in Beowulf'it is presented as
being much more fundamentally against the structure of so-
ciety and culture" (35). Thus, Grendel's attacks are not
merely an act of violence, but "a threat to the whole fabric of
society" (35). Waterhouse's comments apply to Gardner's
novel as well. As Gardner portrays him, Grendel is opposed
to "the structure of society and culture" at the same time that
he is conscious of his need for this opposition to be sus-
tained. Without it, he cannot define himself.
Grendel's opposition takes several forms. One of
the most apparent is his mockery of religion; Waterhouse
makes reference to Grendel as a monster "that perverts the
central rite of Christianity with the eating of the body and
blood of members of the [semi-Christianized] society" (34-
35). In Gardner's novel, Grendel mocks Ork, an elder priest
with poor vision, by becoming the voice of the "King of the
Gods" (131) or "the Destroyer" (130), as he is known to the
priests. Grendel manipulates the symbolic order by giving a
voice to one of the gods; interestingly, only the priest who is
unable to see falls for the ruse. This priest relies entirely on
speech (that is, language), rather than image, for understand-
ing. Thus, Grendel is able to use speech to manipulate the
elderly priest's perception of the outside world.
For Grendel, what is truly monstrous is the "me-
chanical chaos" in which he lives: "Something is bound to
come of all this. I cannot believe such monstrous energy of
grief can lead to nothing" (123). Grendel knows that Hrothgar,
with the aid of the Shaper, has wrought a system in which
"the formation of knowledge and the increase of power regu-
larly reinforce one another in a circular process" (Foucault
224). This hierarchical system arises from the differential
nature of language. Kristeva explains the origin of this dif-
ferential mode of understanding: "The child's first so-called
holophrastic enunciations include gesture, the object, and
vocal emission.... [these enunciations] separate an object
from the subject and attribute to it a semiotic fragment, which
thereby becomes a signifier" (40). This act "constitutes an
attribution, which is to say, a positing of identity or differ-
ence, and... it represents the nucleus of judgment or propo-
sition" (40). Thus, judgment—the attribution of value—is
inherent in language. It is for this reason that Grendel is a
rim-walker, occupying the border of the symbolic order, and
opposing a system in which the mode of understanding it-
self leads to social hierarchy.
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If There's Nothing Here Then It's Probably Yours
Selling "Emo" to the Rx Generation
John Bartholomew 04'
They 'II trust you to be young
Like they wish they were.
'Cause they 've been there, they know you
They like your kind.
They 'II teach you who you are
And they 'II sell you to yourself.
- Polvo -
The last few years have revealed an explosion in
American mainstream awareness about two rather peculiar
and apparently unrelated phenomena. The first and most
disquieting trend rising to the top of the American conscious-
ness is the fact that more adolescents are being diagnosed
with depression, being placed upon anti-depressants, and
killing themselves than in previous decades. A plethora of
studies, articles, and a hysterical mass-media trumpeting of
doom states that we are now raising a generation of emo-
tional zombie-teens who seem peculiarly obsessed with their
own sadness, and whose parents are increasingly concerned
with the delicacy of their psyches. The other incident is the
rather new popularization of the rock music sub-genre known
as "Emo-core" or, more succinctly, "emo." The term emo is
short for "emotional" and is most often used to describe a
type of music spawned from punk and hardcore that deals
most often with more personal issues, and often contains more
musically dynamic compositions than the straight-ahead
three-chord jaunts that dominated hardcore in the 80s. Popu-
lar music history asserts that the term "emo" was coined to
describe several Washington, D.C., based bands that existed
during the mid to late-80s, among them Rites of Spring and
Embrace (Sarig 255). As with all subjectively defined genres,
emo quickly mutated and soon was used to cover everything
from catchy pop-punk bands singing about broken hearts to
extremely inaccessible and obscure groups that included as
essential components of their sound extreme loud-soft dy-
namics, throat-shredding screaming, and compositions of-
ten several minutes long. Over the last few years, interest-
ingly concurrent with the spate of articles regarding adoles-
cent depression and medication, the term emo has grown in
popularity and the bands it has been applied to have increased
their viability as a commercial music form. In its current
form, emo is widely seen in popular culture as punk-influ-
enced music with lyrics about being really sad or really an-
gry, but in a sensitive way (Busch & Johnson 1). This is the
(still vague) categorization that I will be dealing with. It
should come as no surprise, then, that this feelings-and-in-
ternalization-fixated form of the genre that morphed its way
into a profitable form of rock would begin approaching its
zenith of popularity in an era that was becoming gradually
aware of and obsessed with depression in its teenagers. I
will first establish the evidence that perceptions of adoles-
cent depression occurred alongside real statistical increases
in adolescent suicide and consumption of anti-depressants.
Given this climate, I will demonstrate that the entrance of
emo into the market has been accompanied by a focus on
who the music is for, namely adolescents in the throes of
emotional pain. The exhaustion of every possible synonym
for "sad" in conjunction with descriptions found in main-
stream publications allows us to peer into the dining rooms
of various media conglomerates, sharpening their knives in
anticipation of yet another feast of consumption. Reviews
and articles galore all shunt the focus on the popular emo
movement to towards a point where style and supposed sub-
stance indicated by emotional pain meet. A new trend is
born, conveniently defined by cultural tastemakers, replete
with directions on who it is for and what fashion it is associ-
ated with, and only fifteen years late this time.
It is all too easy to establish that there is at the very
least a dramatically increased perception of the problem of
childhood and adolescent depression, even if there has not
actually been an increase in real rates. As early as 1989 the
Journal of the American Medical Association began publish-
ing findings that stated that rates of depression had risen in
adolescents and young adults since the 1940s and 1950s. A
study entitled "Increasing Rates of Depression" noted that,
"Several recent, large epidemiologic and family studies sug-
gest important temporal changes in the rates of major de-
pression: an increase in the rates in the cohorts bom after
World War II; a decrease in the age of onset with an increase
in the late teenaged and early adult years" (2229). The
Newsweek story "Young and Depressed" stated that,
The National Institutes of Mental Health (NIMH)
estimates that 8 percent of adolescents and 2
percent of children (some as young as 4) have
symptoms of depression. Scientists also say that
early onset of depression in children and teenag
ers has become increasingly common; some even
use the word "epidemic" (52).
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The New England Journal of Medicine offers a smaller but
still important statistic that, "Depression is present in
about...5 percent of adolescents at any given time" (667).
The number of prescriptions of anti-depressants has
likewise increased, lending itself to the popularization of the
term "Generation Rx." Oh, those pundits. Time, in its No-
vember 3rd, 2003, cover story entitled "Medicating Young
Minds," states, "some people have justifiably begun to ask,
Are we raising Generation Rx?" (48). The article reveals
that, "According to a study by Professor Julie Zito of the
University of Maryland School of Pharmacy, use of anti-
depressants among children and teens increased threefold
between 1987 and 1996. And that use continues to climb"
(49). In an article on Salon.com which also uses the term
"Gen Rx," Jenn Shreve states, "According to a pharmacist
at a large university (who asked that his name and affiliation
not be used), anti-depressants top the list of drugs prescribed
to college students, next to oral contraception, antibiotics,
and allergy medication" (2-3). An article by Rob Waters
entitled "Generation Rx" states that, "According to IMS
Health, a research firm that tracks prescription drug sales,
nearly 2.98 million prescriptions for anti-depressants were
written for children and adolescents in 1999 - more than
11,000 new prescriptions for children every weekday" (2).
In "Generation Rx" (notice a trend here?) by Amy Bloom,
which appeared in the March 12, 2000, issue of the New
York Times Magazine, Bloom estimates that, "2.5 million
[children] are on antidepressants" (24).
Adolescent suicide statistics corroborate the as-
sumption that teen depression is actually on the rise. The
Centers for Disease Control report that suicide is the third
leading cause of death for people aged fifteen to twenty-four
(Sullivan 6). The Journal of the American Academy of Child
and Adolescent Psychiatry reports that, "The suicide rate
among teenagers has increased approximately 200% since
1960" (155). The American Journal of Public Health ar-
ticle, "Trends in Adolescent Suicide: Misclassification Bias?"
backs up these findings, stating that,
Reports on suicide rates in the United States show
a dramatic increase in rates for teenagers and
young adults between 1950 and 1990...This
escalation is especially significant given the
overall decrease in adolescent mortality since
1968, mainly due to reductions in adolescent
deaths (1).
Adolescent Depression and Suicide by Dr.'s John and Lois
Wodarski and Dr. Catherine Dulmus finds that suicide in-
creased, "among persons aged 10 to 14 years by 109% be-
tween 1980 and 1997" (3).
Besides the massive amount of statistical data
suggesting an increase in teen depression or at least an in-
crease in awareness, along with data concluding that adoles-
cent anti-depressant prescriptions and suicides are up, nu-
merous other events lend the impression of an increasing
cohort of depressed youth. Elizabeth Wurtzel is an example
of one of many youthful writers publicizing depression in
young people. In her book, Prozac Nation, she states, "it
seemed like this was one big Prozac Nation, one big mess of
malaise" (297). She continues by postulating that, "It al-
most seemed as if, perhaps, the next time half a million people
gather for a protest march on the White House green it will
not be for abortion rights or gay liberation, but because we're
all so bummed out" (298). The film version of Prozac Na-
tion is slated for release next year. Numerous white, middle
class school shooters in the late 90s were on anti-depres-
sants as well, and the media frenzy and subsequent jocks
versus nerds features that issued forth from the loins of these
stories further projected an image of a large, distressed, and
sad segment of the young population.
Thus the niche market was established. Huge
amounts of publicity over adolescent depression, suicide, and
medication, with figures in the millions, allowed for the cre-
ation of a population that obviously needed some marketing
to fill the gaping void in their lives. When awareness of emo
began bubbling up into the upper reaches of media conscious-
ness, the idea of what to market became more crystallized.
Beginning in 2001 and moving into today, emo has exploded
into the mainstream consciousness, with numerous features
in Rolling Stone, Spin, The New York Times, Los Angeles
Times, Seventeen, and other massively mainstream publica-
tions. In virtually every mainstream publication that did a
feature on emo, the emphasis of the piece was clearly upon
the emotional pain of both the musical acts and the listeners,
along with the expanding commercial possibilities granted
by the opening of a new market. Obviously sad nerds buy
stuff too. Time published the piece "Emotional Rescue" in
its May 27th, 2002, issue, and conveniently sorted teenagers
into demographics for the brain-dead suits at record compa-
nies. The author, Tyrangiel, declared (in a very professional,
bulleted list, no less) that, "Sensitive Kids love emo: Ado-
lescents can be divided up into two categories: those who
pretend to feel nothing and those who aspire to feel every-
thing. The latter makes up the emo demographic" (59). He
continued his amusing generalizations by stating at the end
of the piece that, "It's tough to avoid the conclusion that the
emo faithful, like Red Sox fans, are only happy when they're
sad" (60). Tyrangiel also helped lay out a basic blueprint for
anyrecord companies seeking to snap up an emo act by sagely
asserting that, "Emo is the antipop. It shuns abstraction to
drive home a single point: woe is me" (60). The article's
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emphasis upon feelings of sadness and self-obsession, hall-
marks of depression is obvious, and the division of kids into
those who have no feelings and those who have too many
feelings is as disturbing as it is untrue. However, given the
media carnival tent erected on the prone bodies of Zoloft-
popping sensitive white kids, the categorization is ultimately
unsurprising. Gavin Edwards wrote in Rolling Stone s July
25th, 2002, feature on Dashboard Confessional's Chris
Carrabba entitled "King of Pain" that, "the emo tag helped
Dashboard Confessional catch on with a growing under-
ground of like-minded young fans who want more emotional
depth and complexity from their music than the machine-
tooled sounds of teen pop or hip-hop can provide." (39). The
New York Times jumped in to assist record companies in de-
fining who would want emo in its idiotically titled article,
"Como [as in Commotion] Over Emo [as in Emotion]."
Kelefa Sanneh writes, "For kids who take their music (and
perhaps themselves) more seriously, there's a punk subgenre
called emo, which is a bit slower and a whole lot less funny"
(E3). Again there is the implication that emo is for the "se-
rious" kids; the ones inclined to self-reflection, which often
manifests itself to an unhealthy degree in depression.
However, like most of the other early articles on
emo, "Como over Emo" eventually (and justifiably) poked
fun at the rather mediocre and formulaic bands breaking into
the mainstream. Sanneh relates that, "it's hard to figure out
why the [band The Get Up Kids] inspires such passion.
Matthew Pry or isn't a very distinctive singer and his lyrics
are filled with vague complaints about failed relationships"
(E3). She summarizes the article by making a statement about
seminal independent rock band Superchunk, who opened for
The Get Up Kids at the concert she reviewed, when she
writes, "Nevertheless it was a relief to be reminded of all the
adventurous music that exists beyond the narrow confines
of emo" (E3).
As exemplified by the Time and New York Times
quotes above, a rather disdainful approach was taken towards
the beams of mediocrity being emitted from the underground.
That is, until albums started selling 500,000 copies with no
major label support or videos, like Dashboard Confessional's
"The Places You Have Come to Fear the Most" (Gordon 62).
An abrupt about-face was almost immediately visible, prob-
ably for two reasons. First, young people obviously liked
the music, and youth rules today's cultural landscape, and
secondly, the possibility for an obscene amount of cash to be
made by everyone involved emerged. Kalefa Sanneh vigor-
ously backtracked when writing the New York Times article
"Sweet, Sentimental, and Punk" approximately a year later.
In it she states of the current wave of emo that, "From the
three-chord laments of Alkaline Trio to the folky rants of
Bright Eyes, from the erudite pop-punk of Brand New to the
entropic anthems of Thursday, much of the most exciting
rock music is coming from this loose-knit scene" (23). Your
seeing the light (glowing from advertising accounts, no doubt)
does not improve the quality of the music, Kalefa.
Her use of the term "loose-knit" is important because,
besides the fact that most of the bands she mentioned have
little in common musically, the increasingly vague defini-
tion of emo allowed for publications and record companies
to force bands into the genre umbrella and thus capitalize
upon a growing trend. Rolling Stone, the music magazine
with perhaps the least integrity ever encountered on this
planet, states of band Jimmy Eat World, "any emo kid will
tell you that Jimmy Eat World aren't emo, if only because
[their platinum selling] Bleed American is their third major-
label album. But Bleed American sports the tender turbu-
lence that insular emo kids have been enjoying in private for
years, presented in a sure-shot package ready for Creed and
Blink [182] buyers, as well as anyone old or savvy enough
to know New Wave's hooky delights" (102). The publica-
tion might as well have taken it a step further and suggested
some of the rhyming couplets resembled hip-hop, so as to
nail every single market possible. Needless to say,
Dreamworks, the company that released Bleed American, is
a major advertiser in Rolling Stone. In the March 2003 issue
(one of two to feature Dashboard Confessional's Chris
Carrabba on the cover this year alone), Spin unabashedly
trumpets the connection of a formerly underground genre to
a commercial aesthetic when Andy Greenwald preens, "La-
beled "emo" in an attempt to link it to a particularly heartfelt
strain of 80s hardcore.. .the Dashboard phenomenon is a 21st
century moment all its own. It brings hardcore's extreme
emotional purges into suburban bedrooms and major con-
cert venues" (72). The constant references to sadness and
authenticity of emotions in emo (reassurance almost certainly
needed by consumers of antidepressants) were no longer
laughed at but embraced. They were no longer "happy be-
ing sad," they were experiencing "emotional purges." Evelyn
McDonnell's Miami Herald article titled "The Bard of Boca"
notes that Chris Carrabba is now considered, "the bard of
tropical depression" (1), but only after stating that, "he's taken
Dashboard Confessional to No. 2 on Billboard's top album
chart, and landed himself on the cover of Spin magazine not
once, but twice this year" (1). Time magazine was perhaps
the crassest offender in linking the supposed emotional con-
tent of emo to record sales when it used the sub-header "Emo
is about feelings, the sad kind, but it makes teens and record
labels happy" (1) underneath its "Emotional Rescue" article.
It reveals that, "Major labels are scurrying to land emo tal-
ent, just as they once pillaged Seattle for grunge. Emo is
heavier music for heavier times, and it's starting to sell too"
(59). The smirk on the face of the mechanisms of mass cul-
ture slowly liquefied into a slavering grin as the commercial
viability increased. The detailing of emo as a musical genre
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(and eventually style) for sad, serious kids remains, but now
it is taken (almost) seriously.
As with most movements towards the mainstream,
the bands themselves varied on whether or not they accepted
the attention or even the term. The label emo has tradition-
ally been disparaged by just about every band it has been
tagged on to, probably because it is so moronic sounding. In
the September 19th, 2002, Rolling Stone interview with vo-
calist Geoff Rickly of Thursday, he states of the term, "It
sort of implies that music isn't emotional unless you're us-
ing the term to market your angst and emotions. It's a false
genre" (46). However, others decided to capitalize upon the
term. In the Rolling Stone "King of Pain" article, Gavin
Edwards says, "Some called Dashboard Confessional emo,
a tag Carrabba resists" (39). Carrabba also refers to the term
as "kind of stupid" (39). However, he is apparently not re-
sistant to changing directions in step with the mainstream
attitude change about emo. In the "Sweet, Sentimental, and
Punk" article, Sanneh states that,
In person, as on record, he presents a disarming
mix of sincerity and sophistication -he
loves his fans like old friends, but he's also
comfortable talking about marketing plans.
"There's a difference between being a successful
songwriter and being a respected songwriter,"
he said, "I would like to be both" (23).
His pandering to his audience is obvious too. In the
Newsweek article, "Confessions of an Emo Punk," Carrabba
states, "When you're 16 or 17, that's about the last age when
you can get that passionate about a band" (62). He also de-
clares of a past relationship, "I was incredibly in love with
this girl, like you can only be when you're 16" (Sanneh 23).
Did the Backstreet Boys ever stoop this low? He finally
abandoned his resistance to the convenient label stapled to
his forehead when, in the Miami Herald, he sighs (in an oh-
so-deep and profound way), "Some day we won't be emo
anymore" (3). Of course not, because the term and genre
will be killed off by overexposure, exhumed by record com-
panies late to the party, dressed in a thrift store tuxedo (or
slightly different packaging), killed off again, and then prob-
ably resurrected twenty years from now when the nostalgia
factor kicks in.
But in the meantime, buy it while you can. The
success of various "emo" bands cannot be denied. As men-
tioned above, Dashboard Confessional hit number 2 on the
Billboard Top 100, and Jimmy Eat World is platinum certi-
fied. Numerous acts have gone gold, the point at which record
companies start making money and when musicians start
starving due to debt. Which is actually probably a positive
thing since being insanely skinny is all part of the style. The
September 13th, 2003, issue of Billboard noted that, "Fol-
lowing a bidding war, emo-alternative band Brand New has
inked a deal with DreamWorks Records. The group's cur-
rent title, "Deja Entendu,".. .has sold 104,000 since its June
release, according to Nielsen Soundscan" (13). A PR
Newswire article noted that, "Thursday's new release 'War
All The Time" debuted at #7 in Billboard's Top 200" (1) in
an article mentioning how the band played at select Apple
computer retail stores in New York as part of a promotion. A
July 2003 PR Newswire article, "Thrice New Release 'The
Artist In The Ambulance' Debuts in Billboard's Top 20! Hit
Single 'All That's Left" Embraced at Radio and Video," noted
that the band Thrice's, "Island Debut, The Artist In The
Ambulance...debuted at #16 on the Billboard's Top 200
today...In the key market of Los Angeles, the release was
the #3 seller, beating top acts such as Jane's Addiction and
311" (1). Numerous labels with coveted acts were snatched
up. A Billboard article, "Rockin' Indies," by Chris Morris
notes that "25% of Victory [Records] was acquired by MCA
Records" (26). Victory was home to the gold-selling band
Thursday. Interscope Records acquired part of Vagrant
Records, home to Dashboard Confessional, The Get Up Kids,
Alkaline Trio, and Saves the Day. Every single one of those
bands has sold at least 100,000 copies of a single album.
The independent music scene is often fashion-con-
scious, which is embraced or spat upon to varying degrees,
as evidenced by Orchid's "Aesthetic Dialectic":
This should mean more but it can't.
So dance, dance, dance
To the sounds of America's best dressed fake out.
Since current culture seems to accept the notion that
consumption cures anomie, along with the sales boom of
actual records, more and more publications began focusing
on the fashion sense and products involved with emo. The
impetus to sucker as many sad kids as possible into wearing
a semi-designer uniform must be too much to resist. The
Honolulu Advertiser noted that, "There's a new style emerg-
ing in Hawaii high schools and colleges...It's underground,
independent, and elite, they say. It's called "emo" - and,
like most youth fashion movements, it's an outgrowth of a
musical style" (1). They even detailed the style by stating
that,
Emo is a look a mother could love. Wholesome,
clean-cut and, well, almost nerdy. These folks
shop at The Gap, Diesel, and second-hand or
thrift stores.. Jeans are fitted, flat-front, and
often cuffed. [Shoe brands are] Converse All
Stars or high-top sneakers, and Adidas Sambas
(2)-
Seventeen did all insecure thirteen year olds a favor with
their "Am I Emo?" fashion spread in its August 2002 issue
(see Appendix A). In it, Seventeen takes two attractive kids
probably just out of the Youth for Fascism day camp and
give them an "emo" make over. They detail that one should
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wear "Converse or Vans" for shoes, along with a plethora
of other brand names conveniently side-barred: Lucky Brand
jeans, Jansport backpacks, cK jeans, a Sony Discman, Doc
Martens, and so on (176). It is eerily reminiscent of a decade
prior, when fashion magnates declared grunge to be the new
"it" style and tried incorporating flannel into three hundred
dollar skirts. In both cases, the supposed articulated angst
of a generation has been eventually packaged and sold as a
clothing line. Since the genre was born from a non-com-
mercial aesthetic, this appropriating of the music, history,
and style has of course been met with resistance, expressed
in Sunny Day Real Estate's "The Shark's Own Private Fuck":
Believing the fear that drives your greed
When you discover the empty place
A hollow world of instant pleasures
The way you were so disturbed
What's your worth? What is it you heard?
Try to smile as they devour our youth.
Resistance, however, is past futile, until the next pop culture
trend with marketplace potential comes along.
The burgeoning popularity of "emo" both as a popu-
lar music genre and as a fashion-based lifestyle is undeni-
able given its proliferation in the past few years. Similarly
undeniable is the preponderance of evidence suggesting a
rise in adolescent depression and asserting an increase in
adolescent suicide and anti-depressant use. The coinciding
time frames of increased mainstream perception of these
trends would not suggest a correlation if it were not for the
constant, unabashed advertising of "emo" as music for the
emotionally downtrodden or authenticity obsessed. A bar-
rage of articles, features, and reviews all triumphantly de-
clared that the next big thing in rock had arrived, and that it
was for kids that were "real" and "deep" and, yes, "de-
pressed." The self-obsession of most of the music and its
focus on the darker side of life, like not getting a date to the
Sadie Hawkins dance, appeals perfectly to a demographic
similarly fixated on the self in negative format. The popu-
larization process of the genre practically encourages men-
tal illness, and at the same time offers a consumption alter-
native to alleviate their condition, real or imagined. In the
end, the disease becomes as stylized as the trend. With bil-
lowing clouds of smoke rising from the wreckage of the ris-
ing medication of adolescents and teen suicide, it is only
natural that some of the less savory members of the media
and record industry would swoop down to see if their were
any survivors they could sell their own limbs back to.
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Overcoming the Division Between Universalists and





The division between universalists and cultural rela-
tivists is a major issue in any human rights debate. This di-
vide can impede rational discussion and encourage arguments
over theory rather than the practical issues at hand. Univer-
salists believe that human rights standards are identical for
everyone and that the same standards should be applied to
all people and observed by all authorities. Cultural relativ-
ists, on the other hand, believe that human rights must be
mediated by the values of distinct cultures and that every
culture should be able to define and follow its own notion of
human rights. This division exists within the international
women's rights lobby, embodied most obviously in the divi-
sion between white, middle-class, Western academics and
non-Western activists. The universalist theory has dominated
the international women's rights lobby, with some Western
activists even appearing unaware of the alternative theory
(Helly 176). However, there is strong opposition to univer-
salism within the lobby. Cultural relativists argue that uni-
versalism is generally articulated by middle-class, hetero-
sexual, Western women whose concerns do not represent the
concerns of all women (Lugones and Spelman 498). There
is no single "women's perspective" and attempting to create
one, critics say, further suppresses marginalized groups.
Even though this deep division exists within the
international women's rights movement, lobbyists presented
a united front at the Second World Conference on Human
Rights in Vienna in 1993. At the Vienna Conference, they
successfully petitioned for the inclusion of important new
language naming women's rights as human rights for the
first time at the international level. This was a major accom-
plishment for the movement, making women's issues more
visible and giving activists access to established human rights
instruments to resolve their grievances. Identifying women's
rights as human rights also empowered women as agents
with legal claims acting on their own behalf, instead of as
victims begging for rights from an unresponsive framework
(Bunch, "Organizing" 146; McFarland 7). In this paper, I
will address the follow question: how did universalists and
cultural relativists in the international women's rights lobby
work together for mutually acceptable progress at the Vienna
Conference?
Although divided by race, class, culture, and
geography, the international women's movement was able
to recognize certain issues of common concern. Activists
focused specifically on these concerns during preparations
for the Vienna Conference and at the Conference itself. They
were able to compromise on potentially divisive issues, such
as the usefulness of rights-based language and the struggle
between different kinds of rights. This cooperative spirit was
based on reciprocal dialogue and discussion, which was fos-
tered well before preparations for the Vienna Conference
began, starting during the UN Decade for Women.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S MOVEMENT
The international women's lobby has mushroomed
since the United Nations Decade for Women in 1975-1985.
This period marked the first time women's issues received
serious attention at the international level. The conferences
held during the UN Decade for Women laid the groundwork
for communication and cooperation among members of the
international women's lobby, which would prove to be the
movement's vital foundation. The strategies exchanged and
the relationships developed at the World Conferences on
Women in Mexico City in 1975, in Copenhagen in 1980,
and in Nairobi in 1985 would later be mobilized in prepara-
tion for the Vienna Conference in 1995.
In the years between the end of the UN Decade for
Women and preparation for the Vienna Conference in the
early 90s, much progress was made on issues that had only
begun to be addressed at the 1985 Nairobi Conference. By
the early 1990s, the international women's rights lobby had
developed a number of prominent regional organizations and
international networks, which facilitated communicatioN
BETWEEN THE VARIOUS MEMBERS (FRIEDMAN 22). WOMEN'S Or-
ganizations became adept at information sharing, making
especially efficient use of the Internet (McFarland 8).
Organized and coordinated women's organizations
were already well-established when the time came to pre-
pare for the Vienna Conference in 1993. The groundwork
that had been laid over the past twenty years enabled the
international women's lobby to seize control of the Confer-




As the preceding brief overview of the develop-
ment of the international women's rights movement indi-
cates, active grassroots and regional organizations aided in-
ter- and intra-cultural dialogue. The women's lobby histori-
cally relied on grassroots organizations and was skilled at
organizing at the local level (Friedman 24). A major strength
of the international women's movement was its reliance on
strong local bases, without assistance from established non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) or home governments,
sometimes even in the face of active opposition (Bunch,
"Organizing" 146). The global conferences during the UN
Decade for Women allowed these local organizations to form
networks, facilitating dialogue. This dialogue was crucial to
narrowing the theoretical division between universalists and
cultural relativists. Face-to-face communication was vital
for building trust between the various groups. During these
meetings, women from opposite theoretical positions talked
together. Cultural relativists expressed their frustration that
Western universalists dominated the human rights debate,
that feminist critiques of the human rights framework were
grounded in Western concerns, and that Western concerns
did not resonate with the rest of the world (Kerr 167).
Instead of allowing this disagreement to fragment
the movement, the international women's lobby focused on
reaching a mutually acceptable consensus through discus-
sion and dialogue. In the women's rights lobby, women who
highlighted differences of opinion were seen as helping to
identify previously unknown protests and perspectives, rather
than as isolating members from each other (Farley 179).
Openly confronting and respecting these differences actu-
ally made the movement stronger and more united.
Although this development may seem fairly obvi-
ous and straightforward, it was a major step forward for the
women's rights lobby, one that few other human rights move-
ments have been able to take. The activists within the
women's lobby made this step forward because they had to
do so. Since the UN Decade for Women, the women's rights
lobby had been moving towards the idea that their greatest
strength lay in their ability to unify (Antrobus quoted in
Charlesworth, "What" 62). The gains made at the Vienna
Conference could not have been secured if the universalists
and cultural relativists in the women's rights lobby had not
been able to work together. Working beyond the theoretical
division that separated them was beneficial to both univer-
salists and cultural relativists.
Activists from across the spectrum of the women's
rights lobby recognized that international human rights leg-
islation must be consonant with cultural traditions to be con-
sidered legitimate at the regional, domestic, and local level.
To achieve this legitimacy, the movement encouraged a two-
level approach of (a) intraculrural or internal discussion and
(b) cross-cultural dialogue.
By its very nature, "culture" combines stability and
constant change so it can respond to the needs of many dif-
ferent people. As a concept, culture is inherently a struggle
between traditionalists - those who seek to legitimize their
power by preserving the status quo - and marginalized groups
that challenge the status quo to address their grievances. This
struggle takes place at the local, national, and international
level (An-Nai'im 173). At the local level, the women's move-
ment encouraged various factions to discuss women's status
within their own culture or state. This internal discussion al-
lowed activists to challenge discrimination in a way that was
relevant to their own culture. At the regional and interna-
tional level, discussion was encouraged between cultures,
allowing each culture to understand and address women's
issues in a global context. Cross-cultural dialogue also helped
foster the idea that some concerns were shared by many di-
verse groups within the women's human rights lobby, intro-
ducing the possibility of common ground which would be
central to the movement in preparation for Vienna and be-
yond.
This cross-cultural dialogue was aided by the in-
creasing influence of non-Western activists in the interna-
tional women'slobby (Tohidi ll;An-Na'im 171). In the years
between the Nairobi Conference and the Vienna Conference,
women from all regions became integrated into the women's
movement. Southern women held many leadership positions,
particularly women from India, Southeast Asia, Africa, the
Caribbean, and Latin America. These activists had proven
their legitimacy in their own regions, working through local
networks, and were now established forces at the interna-
tional level (Simpson 138).
NGOs focused on women's human rights were an
optimal tool for developing cross-cultural dialogue and glo-
bal coalitions. The structure of NGOs was less rigid and hi-
erarchical than the traditional human rights organizations,
including the UN. NGOs allowed women room to speak, plan,
and organize; they also focused on the specific concerns of
women which traditional instruments had ignored. The
women's lobby encouraged NGOs which shared common
concerns to work together at the international level, espe-
cially in areas that required specialized knowledge. Even if
they had different goals, these NGOs could still collaborate,
as long as their goals were not specifically conflicting (Adams
116). Some analysts see the development of this "interna-
tional civil society," with groups working for action without
state authorization, as the next step for the women's rights
lobby (Kerr 158).
RECOGNIZING COMMON ISSUES
These active local and regional organizations, com-
municating together through established global networks,
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would have accomplished little if they had not identified a
common ground to start from. Finding this common ground
was an important and difficult step. When talking about
women's issues, it is important to avoid falling into the trap
of essentialism—assuming that all women share identical
concerns and experiences (Charlesworth, "What" 62).
Women's rights activists have widely varying concerns; for
instance, Western women often focus on domestic violence
and harassment, while African women tend to emphasize
traditional practices that are harmful to women and Asian
women focus on prostitution and trafficking.
Even though women have a range of experiences
and concerns, there are some issues that are common to all
women. "[PJatriarchy and the devaluation of women," writes
Hilary Charlesworth, "although manifested differently within
different societies, are almost universal" (62). Education,
access to health care, property rights, and access to loans
and grants concern all women, from developed and devel-
oping countries, North and South, universalist and cultural
relativist. Recognizing these common issues gave the inter-
national women's rights lobby a starting point.
Jeffrey Stout articulates the value of dialogue and
recognition of common issues in his concept of "kinship."
"Kinship," writes Stout, "is a special kind of similarity,
brought about by sharing a common history of development
up to a certain point and then separating. [Kinship] engrains
many close similarities in vocabulary, attitude, and reason-
ing that could turn out to be useful in adjudication" (218).
The international women's rights lobby does share common
concerns—up to a point. Even when activists reach this point
of separation, they are still able to recognize that they share
common interests. This recognition made it easier for them
to work together, since they concentrated on their similari-
ties instead of their differences.
The international women's lobby was united in its
belief that current human rights law was insufficient. Dur-
ing preparations for the Vienna Conference, there was a nearly
unanimous agreement within the women's lobby that human
rights had to be reinterpreted to protect women's rights (Kerr
158) and that the only way to accomplish this goal was
through a well-organized, coordinated, international women's
lobby (Bunch, "Organizing" 146). Although activists in the
women's rights lobby might have disagreed on which issues
were most important or deserved more emphasis, they all
believed that women's issues needed more visibility,
respect, and attention at the international level.
A common complaint across the international
women's rights lobby was that because most international
human rights constructs were created and dominated by men,
they tended to reflect men's experiences and exclude women
(Charlesworth, "Men's Rights" 103). One such construct in
international human rights law is the dichotomy between
life's public and private spheres. Most members of the
women's lobby agree that this distinction is dangerous for
women. Women are almost universally relegated to the pri-
vate sphere of the home and family, which is considered less
valuable than the public sphere. Although exactly which ac-
tivities are considered "public" or "private" vary from cul-
ture to culture, it is not the activity but rather which sex per-
forms the activity that determine the category (Charlesworth,
"What" 69). While women can be victims of public or state-
sponsored human rights violations, most violations of
women's human rights, including abuse, rape, and murder,
take place in the private sphere, which is unprotected by in-
ternational law (Charlesworth, "Men's Rights" 107).
Further, feminist critics of international human
rights law argue that the framers of the 1948 United Nations
Declaration on Human Rights were, for the most part, privi-
leged men who focused on the public sphere at the exclusion
of the private sphere. These men protected public civil and
political rights because these rights were, in their experience,
what was most likely to be violated. They did not explicitly
protect the private sphere since they had no fear of their rights
being violated in this area (Bunch, "Transforming" 13). Be-
fore the Vienna Conference, international law operated, al-
most exclusively in the public sphere.
All members of the women's lobby agreed that the
boundaries of international human rights law had to be ex-
tended to include the private sphere, or the subordination of
women would continue (Charlesworth, "What" 71).
Charlesworth argues that private violations of women's hu-
man rights are not really private; they are part of the "struc-
ture of universal subordination of women" (107). Interna-
tional law encourages the protection of individuals from the
state and tends to view the family as a unit in need of protec-
tion from the state, not as individuals who could potentially
need to be protected from each other (Sullivan 126).
The recognition of common concerns was visible
at the Vienna Conference in the women's lobby's choice to
focus on violence against women. That recognition culmi-
nated in a statement affirming the importance of "working
towards the elimination of violence against women in pub-
lic and private life" being included in the final draft of the
Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action. Activists from
all positions in the women's rights lobby could support this
issue for, as Elisabeth Friedman writes, "The omnipresence
of violence in women's lives provides them with a unifying
agenda" (20). The international women's lobby's choice
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to focus on this issue at Vienna not only made it more diffi-
cult for their opponents to argue against them - who, after
all, could categorically support violence against women? -
but also made internal divisions much less likely.
COMPROMISING ON POTENTIALLY DIVISIVE ISSUES
The international women's rights lobby neutralized
a potentially divisive issue, the debate over the usefulness of
international human rights law. In the wider human rights
debate, there is a major division between those who believe
human rights laws are sufficient for ensuring the well-being
of the world's citizens and those who believe rights-based
language alone is insufficient for the task. In preparing for
the Vienna Conference, the women's movement agreed that,
as helpful as rights language is, its effectiveness is limited
(Cook 5). Activists believed that rights language alone would
not be sufficient to protect women's human rights. They also
agreed that present articulations of human rights law were
insufficient to address women's needs.
However, rights language offered some powerful
advantages which the women's lobby found appealing. Rights
language is an established tool recognized as legitimate by
many of the world's authorities. Including women's rights
in the human rights frameworks puts the force of the estab-
lished UN structure behind the international women's rights
lobby. Even if they offer inadequate protection, current ar-
ticulations of human rights law give groups some measure
of necessary protection (An-Na'im 172).
Although some analysts say that "women's disad-
vantages are often based on structural injustice and winning
a case in court will not change this" (Charlesworth quoted in
Cook 4), there are a number of ways women seek to make
human rights laws more responsive to them. Activists within
the women's rights lobby encourage women to take owner-
ship of rights language. It has long been limited to men's
experiences, but now women's perspective must shape in-
ternational human rights law. As more women, from many
diverse backgrounds, enter the human rights dialogue, their
perspectives and experiences gain more influence and cur-
rency in the international structure (Romany in Cook 4).
Agreeing that rights language alone was insufficient
to protect women's human rights was not a rejection of uni-
versalism in favor of cultural relativism. Even universalists
within the women's rights lobby supported this distinction,
seeing it as encouraging discussion among women from di-
verse backgrounds (Cook 4). As noted above, the women's
lobby tended to focus not on the issues that separated them,
but instead on the issues they had in common. Mutual con-
sensus was a major part of the preparation for the Vienna
Conference and women saw this issue as another point to be
discussed.
The international women's rights lobby defused
another thorny issue, the relative importance of each cat-
egory of rights. In the broader human rights debate, Western
universalists are often criticized for emphasizing civil and
political rights, or first generation rights, at the exclusion of
social, cultural and economic rights, or second generation
rights. Universalists respond that Third World cultural rela-
tivists' emphasis on second generation rights confuses the
debate and has no place in the international human rights
regime. The international women's rights movement reached
a general consensus on this issue. First and second genera-
tion rights, they agreed, do not exist in conflict with each
other, but need to be sought concurrently. In real women's
lives, a single outrage can violate many levels of rights at
once. Since women's rights can be holistically violated, ac-
tivists agreed, they must be holistically protected (Bunch,
"Organizing" 144).
Most universalists in the women's rights lobby rec-
ognized that the international human rights regime tends to
ignore or downplay second generation rights, and they agreed
that second generation rights needed greater emphasis at the
international level (Bunch, "Organizing" 144). Cultural rela-
tivists and universalists found common ground when dis-
cussing economic rights, in particular the exploitation of
women's labor (McFarland 8). Most women also agreed on
the need to emphasize the social right to health care (Helly
171).
The language included in the Vienna Declaration
and Programme of Action reflects this compromise. Women's
rights were defined as "full and equal participation of women
in political, civil, economic, social, and cultural life." Uni-
versalists in the women's rights lobby could support this lan-
guage, since it recognized women's human rights as an "in-
divisible part of universal human rights" (Desai 190). Cul-
tural relativists were satisfied because economic, social, and
cultural rights were specifically cited, beyond just political
and civil rights.
Human rights instruments developed after the
Vienna Conference reflect this new demand for increased
recognition of second generation rights. International human
rights instruments are willing to address economic, social,
and cultural issues, in addition to civil and political issues.
So far, few complaints dealing with women's issues have
been brought before international bodies, especially few on
economic, social, and cultural rights or the state's responsi-
bility to intervene in the private sphere. However, some im-
portant cases have been won that explicitly defend women's
human rights (Byrnes 210).
As the issues discussed above illustrate, the inter-
national women's lobby has managed to defuse many divi-
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sive issues, including the distinction between the public
and private spheres, the relative importance of the first and
second generation of rights, and the sufficiency of interna-
tional human rights language. Any of these issues could have
been a major stumbling block for any aspect of the human
rights debate, impeding rational discussion and fragmenting
the movement. The international women's rights lobby did
not ignore these challenging issues, but instead faced them,
discussed them, and reached a mutually acceptable agree-
ment. This ability to neutralize potentially divisive issues
extended even to the fundamental division between univer-
salists and cultural relativists.
In preparations leading up to the Vienna Confer-
ence, and at the Conference itself, activists generally recog-
nized the validity, strengths, and weaknesses of both the uni-
versalists' and cultural relativists' positions. As Arvonne
Fraser wrote in a chapter published in preparation for the
Vienna Conference, "We [the international women's rights
lobby] must build and maintain coalitions across political
lines, understanding the tensions we shall have to deal with,
and respecting the right to disagree on some matters while
agreeing on our common agenda and moving it forward"
(153). This ability to respect and accept apparently mutually
exclusive theories seems to be leading towards the articula-
tion of an alternative approach to human rights, with an em-
phasis on common, not universal or cultural, human rights
standards.
Many analysts in the women's movement articu-
late the need to transform the human rights framework to
make it more responsive to women. They encourage mem-
bers of the international women's lobby to work within the
existing framework, while at the same time changing it to be
more receptive to the concerns of women. Women them-
selves must define their own vision of human rights by iden-
tifying what is central to them as human beings. This vision
should be based on women's experiences, insights, and con-
sciousness. Charlotte Bunch urges women's rights lobbyists
not to "ask existing human rights groups for their recogni-
tion or [try] to twist women into existing human rights cat-
egories" (141). Opinions like this indicate that the interna-
tional women's rights movement is ready and willing to ar-
ticulate a new theory of human rights.
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO HUMAN RIGHTS
In their article "Have We Got a Theory for You!
Feminist Theory, Cultural Imperialism and the Demand for
'The Woman's Voice'" Maria Lugones and Elizabeth
Spelman describe such a theory. Their article is concerned
with rejecting an imperialist notion of feminism and articu-
lating a new theory that "celebrates women's different ways
of thinking, doing, and being without separating women from
each other on account of these differences (Lugones and
Spelman 491).
Some have interpreted Lugones' and Spelman's re-
jection of the "imperialist view" as a rejection of universal-
ism in favor of cultural relativism (Charlesworth 62). For
the purposes of this paper, however, "imperialist" and "uni-
versalist" are not synonyms. As has been noted above, uni-
versalists in the international women's lobby were concerned
with integrating diverse opinions from as many cultures as
possible. Universalists certainly do not consider themselves
imperialist, and universalists within the women's rights lobby
are aware of this criticism and have consciously worked to
become more responsive to cultural relativists. The new
theory of Lugones and Spelman is not, however, a cultural
relativist theory. It does not advocate separate groups of
people, each articulating separate visions of women's rights.
Instead, this theory encourages all women rights activists to
work and speak together, while continuing to recognize their
differences.
As a category, write Lugones and Spelman, women
have been silenced and oppressed, but the time has come for
women to reclaim their voice. However, "women" is not a
single category. Women are divided by class, race, ethnicity,
religion, cultural identification, sexual orientation, and ge-
ography. In general the "women's voice" that has been heard
in feminist debate, and in the international human rights
framework, has been Western, white, middle-class, hetero-
sexual, and Christian. This voice represents a single perspec-
tive from the broad category that includes all women, but it
excludes all other women. It also encourages an imperialist
view since it assumes that this Western perspective "knows
more" about other women than these women know about
themselves. As long as this imperialist view is dominant,
other women are forced to assimilate into the dominant cul-
ture if they want to talk about women's issues, while the
dominant culture does not have to adjust to others (Lugones
and Spelman 498).
Lugones and Spelman suggest creating a new, non-
imperialist theory based on friendship. This new theory would
make room for the articulations, interpretations, reflections,
experiences, and perspectives of many diverse groups of
women, not just the traditionally dominant group (Lugones
and Spelman 499). By its very nature, this new theory must
be developed by groups working together, not isolated groups
developing their own criteria and then reluctantly revising it
to include more groups (Lugones and Spelman 503). The
spirit of friendship the authors describe is based on mutual
respect, reciprocity, dialogue, and concern for each other's
well-being. Reciprocal dialogue is crucial to fostering this
new theory: as the authors put it, working and speaking to-
gether, two people from different backgrounds can develop
a theory that applies to one, or possibly both of them;
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however, one person cannot observe herself and people like
her and then use those observations to describe someone else
(Lugones and Spelman 500).
To create this spirit of friendship, all the groups
involved must be patient, open to new ideas, and willing to
learn from each other. They must understand their common-
alities, while respecting their differences. Western women
face the added challenge of giving up some measure of their
power. The authors caution them not to use their power to
overwhelm marginalized groups with their education or re-
quire other groups to use dominant Western languages
(Lugones and Spelman 505). Instead, Western women need
to be unobtrusive and should use their influence to "provide
space and time for other women to speak" (Lugones and
Spelman 504). Western women's rights activists have an
obligation to give up their traditional dominance, not out of
any paternalistic guilt, but simply because this Western domi-
nance "seriously harms" marginalized groups (Lugones and
Spelman 499)
This theory is far from complete and is very much
a work in progress; however, it seems that the international
women's lobby is beginning to articulate such a new theory.
The elements Lugones and Spelman describe - mutual re-
spect, reciprocal dialogue, concern for the other's well-be-
ing, and recognition of common issues - are all apparent in
the development of the international women's movement, in
the preparations for the Vienna Conference, and at the con-
ference itself. The groups and networks that were developed
in preparation for the Vienna Conference are still active and
focused on making sure women's human rights are a part of
upcoming UN conferences (Friedman 31). As these groups
continue to use international networks and discuss issues in
search of a mutual consensus, they move closer to articulat-
ing an alternative theory of human rights.
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Deconstructing the Monstrous She-Male:
Castration and the Invisible Genital in the Liminal Personae
Jeremy Miller 04'
Both the creature in Frankenstein and Frank from
The Wasp Factory exist in a position of liminality. Iain
MacKenzie, in his essay, "Limits, Liminality and the Present:
Foucault's Ontology of Social Criticism," explains liminality
as a period of transition when "the past has lost its grip and
the future has not taken definite shape. Such times are those
which problematise the existing moral and social
structures.. .from the process of transition itself
(MacKenzie). Monsters serve as configurations of the limi-
nal, as the liminalpersonae who cannot escape the experi-
ence of liminality, or marginality. As such, they have been
separated from the existing social structure with no promise
of aggregation, of unification into a new society (and it would
take a "new society" to include uncategorized, i.e. monstrous,
persons such as these). Thus, the liminal personae is consid-
ered '"structurally invisible" - "they are at once no longer
classified and not yet classified'" (MacKenzie). Victor Turner
furthers the idea of the liminal to constitute a realm '"of pure
possibility whence novel configurations of ideas and rela-
tions may arise;" an arena '"where we are dealing...with the
essentially unstructured,'" and a time '"associated with the
unbounded, the infinite, the limitless'" (Mac). Turner em-
phasizes the transitional element of liminality, marking it as
both conceptually and physically unrealized. I will argue
that liminal constructions are unrealized for one of two rea-
sons: 1) we have not created a category to place the limenal
in, or 2) we willfully refuse to categorize the limenal. Either
way, they become monstrous formations, or as Jeffrey Cohen
puts it, "disturbing hybrids whose externally incoherent bod-
ies resist attempts to include them in any systematic
structuration" (6). Cohen argues that because of the monster's
"ontological liminality," the monster "notoriously appears
at times of crisis as a kind of third term that problematises
the clash of extremes—as that 'which questions binary think-
ing and introduces a crisis'"(6).
In both Mary Shelley's Frankenstein and Iain
Banks' The Wasp Factory, the monster's liminality helps to
reveal the transcendental conceptions of sex, gender, and
power. Both the Creature and Frank deal with the anxiety of
their marginality by seeking to destroy the system that cre-
ated them (and abandoned them) as well as the "perfect be-
ings" who fit neatly into the ordered system. However, while
the Creature in Frankenstein desires to be included into the
dominant structure of being—into a categorized structure,
Frank insists on resisting categories, and, as a rereresult, dis-
rupts the binaries of dominant society. Frank says, "But
I am still me; I am the same person, with the same memories
and the same deeds done, the same (small) achievements,
the same (appalling) crimes to wy name" (182). Even though
Frank finds out he is a girl, and not a castrated boy as he was
led to believe by his father, he still defines him/herself as the
uncategorized, inviting us to include him/her into the struc-
ture of being; or rather, and more appropriately, to exclude
us.
In this essay, I will use a gender analysis to explore
the monster as the liminal Other. First, I will portray the
Creature from Frankenstein as a sexless limenal personae
whose despair is caused, in part, by society's inability to in-
clude it into the structure of being. Second, I will argue that
Frank from The Wasp Factory, like the Creature, is a sexless
monster of the not-fully-functional variety (castrated). When
given the opportunity to become fully sexed (operational
female), Frank refuses to throw away his/her/its identity as
the "unsexed," which is part of who Frank is, part of Frank's
history of liminality. Finally, I will argue that while Mary
Shelley's Creature is a liminal monster that disrupts gender,
its longing to be included into the bourgeois system of gen-
der and class protects the author and her audience from any
real or dangerous threat of destruction. Put simply, the Crea-
ture is a monster who wants to reject its monstrosity, its power
to destroy the way things are. Frank, on the other hand,
accepts his liminal status, and unlike the Creature, is not head-
over-heels in love with beautiful, perfect beings who define
what it means to be normal. The key turning point for Frank
is not when he is supposedly castrated at the beginning of
the novel, but when Frank is told that [he] is actually a "nor-
mal" female. It is Frank's rejection of femininity and em-
brace of a female masculinity that keeps [her] outside of the
situated gender categories. Frank is the more disruptive
monster of the two novels. By accepting her monstrosity,
she remains a continuing threat to everyone not in her posi-
tion of liminality.
Shelley s Monster: The Creature Wants to Play, Too
Cohen argues that the monster is "difference made
flesh, come to dwell among us" (7). The difference for the
Creature lies in the inability to classify it as anything human
or natural. As a non-human, it is difficult to establish the
creature's sex, even though it was constructed in the like-
ness of a "male." Victor, the monster's creator, initially avoids
referring to his creation's gender or sex. His first concep-
tions of it are "a being of gigantic stature" and "a new
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species" (58). We are led to ask, does this mean that the
Creature simply has the features of a male, whose unsur-
passed strength, gruff voice, and stature serve as an antith-
esis to "female"? Or does this mean that the Creature actu-
ally has a penis? Given the time Frankenstein was written
(early 1800s), it can be speculated that terms such as "trans-
sexual" or "hermaphrodite" were not in wide use. The bi-
nary structure of gender and sex of the time period is inter-
dependent with the language of the time, which was cen-
tered on the he/she distinction. There were no words other
than "he" or "she," so it is not surprising that the Creature
may be more "like" a he or a she, without fully being either.
This sexual un-classification adds to the mystery of the Crea-
ture, and it is this mystery which makes such an aberration
scary. Not only is the question of a penis key to the
conceptualization of the imperfect Creature, it is a question
Mary Shelley may even want you to ask: Is the creature like
us? It is the difference/rom us that identifies who, or what,
the monster is—and vice versa.
In Judith Halberstam's essay, "Making Monsters:
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein," she contends that "the mon-
ster is pre-sexual, his sexuality, in other words, does not con-
stitute his identity" (42). This I can agree with, as the mon-
ster is constructed within the liminal realm, where sexuality
is essentially unstructured and limitless. However,
Halberstam goes even further and says, "[Victor's] creation
of 'a being like myself hints at both masturbatory and ho-
mosexual desires which the scientist attempts to sanctify with
the reproduction of another being...The suggestion that a
homosexual bond in fact animates the plot adds an element
of sexual perversity to the monster's already hybrid form"
(42). Halberstam argues that while she considers the mon-
ster pre-sexual or unsexed, Mary Shelley constructs sexual-
ity as identity through the figure of the monster. I have to
refute this. There is reason to believe that Mary Shelley in-
tended the monster to be severed from "normal" categories
of male and female, thus making homosexual configurations
between Victor and the Creature erroneous, because homo-
sexuality is a concept borne out of the he/she binary that
Shelley avoids when constructing the monster. To frame the
Creature in a homosexual light misunderstands the de-
structuralizing effect of its liminality, of its pre-sexness, or
anti-sexness. The Creature's desire for a companion, for in-
stance, is not primarily for "sexual mating," as Halberstam
alludes to, although Victor does in fact equate the she-mon-
ster to his "mate" (144). This, however, can be understood
as a "complement" or "companion," rather than sexual part-
ner and opposite. We must remember that the Creature's goal
is not to make monster-babies, but to have a companion "as
deformed and horrible as myself," because "man [humans
in general] will not associate with me" (128). The Creature
also says, "My companion must be of the same species, and
have the same defects" (128). The Creature wants a com-
panion to exist with him in a state of uncategorized defor-
mity, in a state of liminality. Victor didn't destroy a female
monster with the ability to orgasm and to bear children; he
destroyed "another like the fiend I had first made" (148).
Banks 'Monster: The Bearded Lady Goes Berserk
If we were to use the most up-to-date medical ter-
minology of today, we could argue that Frank, at the end The
Wasp Factory, is a polymorphous transsexual who suffered
the castration of male genitals (which never existed) but
whose lack thereof causes Frank to conceive of himself as
unsexed, and thus cut off—or castrated— from a masculine
society, which, in turn, causes him to live liminally outside
of the structured order of things, an order that, because of its
power to define and assign, still affects the way he perceives
his own gender. Like the Creature, Frank is a castrated
male—he is supposed to be a male but lacks the biology that
normally distinguishes one as such. Still, his father feeds
him hormones and a healthy dose of soldier propaganda,
which Frank digests and reenacts to a disturbing degree, de-
claring war on those who "have grown into the one thing
[Frank] could never become: an adult" (183). As a boy, Frank
must remain a hyper-masculine, unsexed individual. He can
never be a fully realized adult. His liminality is central to
his lack of identity, and the anxiety that accompanies his
sexlessness surrounds his "personal Factory" of meaning.
The fact that he chose a "wasp" factory suggests that sex, or
the lack of it, haunts him. Some wasps are known to mate/
reproduce end-to-end (like the cover of the novel suggests),
which could represent a sort of blind union, a sexual act that
fails to recognize the "other half."
Robyn Wiegman, in her essay, "Unmaking: Men
and Masculinity in Feminist Theory," explains how mascu-
linity boils down to prescribed categories which can be dis-
rupted and turned inside-out:
The seeming naturalness of adult masculinity—het-
erosexuality, fatherhood, family governance, sol-
diery, and citizenry—can thus be viewed as a set of
prescriptive norms that contain potential contradic-
tions within and between men...By interrupting the
normative employment of the relationship between
bodies, acts, and identities, a whole range of schol-
arly investigation has emerged to rethink desires,
identifications, and psychic formations... (43)
Weigman's analysis is an attack on ideology, at term James
Kavanagh defines as "a rich 'system of representations,'
worked up in specific material practices, which helps form
individuals into social subjects who 'freely' internalize an
appropriate 'picture' of their social world and their place in
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it" (310). This "framework of assumptions" is interrupted
when Frank cannot fit himself into the prescribed normative
relationships between body, acts, and identities. He has not
been fully formed into a social subject, but he still desires to
be one, to be what he perceives to be an "ideal man." His
liminality, like the Creature's, is a reluctant one (at first).
The major difference between Frank and
Frankenstein's creature is that Frank becomes aware of her
own humanity and that she was fully sexed all along. In
other words, the castrated "he" becomes a fully functional—
albeit manly-looking—"she." This change reveals the pre-
cariousness of assumptions and of normative rules not only
to Frank, but to us, who naturally read Frank's misogyny as
an unfortunate byproduct of his inability to "make use" of
women. The realization that Frank is a woman (and able to
be pregnant) does far from clarify things. Where Frank was
a castrated male whose masculinity was hyper-violent, ag-
gressive, burly, etc., we now see Frank as having "female
masculinity," a term Judith Halberstam evoked in 1998.
Female masculinity characterizes women who do not "iden-
tify according to the logics and bodily tropes of femininity"
(Wiegman 48). It is another way of saying that masculinity
is separate from biological sex, and that they are not interde-
pendent.
Shelley vs. Banks: Who Gets the Sequel?
The Creature lost the bout before it stepped into the
ring. The Creature's "don't worry, be happy" suicide speech
to Walton was preceded by an infatuation with bourgeois
life and resulted in a devotion to preserve that life for every-
one else. The Creature's unquenchable thirst for destruction
becomes quenched; his evil fire is doused, and he reverts
back to the elite's system of values. Instantaneously after
his creator's death, the Creature adopts a bourgeois con-
science and declares that he will destroy himself: '"Fear not
that I shall be the instrument of future mischief... Neither
yours nor any man's death is needed to consummate the se-
ries of my being, and accomplish that which must be done;
but it requires my own. Do not think that I shall be slow to
perform this sacrifice" (188). Mary Shelley created an inde-
structible creature, one that the most perfect and able-bod-
ied human could not even destroy. If every monster truly
has a weak spot, then Shelley forgot to give one to the mon-
ster. Unlike Dracula, who cannot avoid the wooden stake,
or the werewolf, who gets a steady diet of silver, the Crea-
ture seems to have no apparent vulnerabilities. Well, except
for one. The Creature loves its creator too much.
The Creature's weakness is that it desires to be Vic-
tor Frankenstein (a human being with all the privileges).
Thanks to a bourgeois education from the exiled cottagers,
the Creature becomes aware of its place within a social sys-
tem that values money, property, and sensibility. It says,
"Of my creation and creator I was absolutely igno-
rant; but I knew that I possessed no money, no friends, no
kind of property...Oh, that I had for ever remained in my
native wood, nor known nor felt beyond the sensations of
hunger, thirst, and heat!" (109). When the Creature loses its
last hope of acquiring bourgeois happiness, it declares that it
will destroy itself. It is as if Shelley's own creation was
getting out of hand, and she had to kill it off with a last-
minute suicide. If she did not do this, then the Creature would
be in the driver's seat, so to speak. It would have power to
destroy the social and cultural elite, and people like Shelley
(the literate upper-class) would be vulnerable. As a reader
in the 21 st century, it is difficult to view the ending as any-
thing other than cheap, safe, and all too convenient. In Hol-
lywood, it would be similar to Jason from Friday the Thir-
teenth suddenly being overcome with guilt, then saying,
"sorry for the inconvenience ladies and gentlemen, I just
wanted a three-bedroom house in the suburbs, but don't worry
anymore, because I am going to kill my indestructible self
(as soon as I find a way)." Imagine Freddy Kreuger retiring
from his evil rampage, haunting and killing, because a coali-
tion of parents handed him an anti-violence petition. Sure,
Freddy might actually go along with it—then he'd retire them.
Perhaps if Shelley were writing a monster story today, she
would drop the censored ending and leave it open-ended. It
would certainly present more opportunities for a sequel if
the Creature busted out an evil laugh in the end—perhaps a
toy-line or some other marketing deal.
Frank, like the Creature, is a monster defined by
her liminality and resistance to categories. When Frank dis-
covers her "true" sex, she resists the normal way of viewing
the relationship between gender and sex. Still, it can be ar-
gued that where Frank was a fully functional monster—
unsexed and stuck in eternal pubescent hell—Frank's new
sex offers an escape from liminality and a retreat back into
the dominant structure of being and categorization. But can
the monster really be cured? Banks sets up a very bi/arre
scenario in which every part of Frank's monstrosity can be
excused as a mistake, or as a consequence of ideology-gone-
awry. But that's just the sort of thinking Banks has already
turned upside-down. We, as readers, cannot trust in Frank's
female sex any more than we can trust that Frank really was
a castrated male. We are given a clue when Frank says, "I
am still me; I am the same person, with the same memories
and the same deeds done, the same (small) achievements,
the same (appalling) crimes to my name" (182). Male or fe-
male, Frank is what he/she is, either a masculine female or a
castrated male. Most likely, it is both. Furthermore, The Wasp
Factory, the novel, is itself liminal. It is a realm '"of pure
possibility whence novel configurations of ideas and rela-
tions may arise;" an arena '"where we are dealing...with
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the essentially unstructured"' (MacKenzie). Any concep-
tions of gender or sex within the novel can never be fully
realized, only revealed. In the end, Frank is the more dan-
gerous monster, because she remains the limenal Other, a
threat to all the categories of gender because she refuses to
be defined by those categories. The Creature from Franken-
stein is only a part-time threat. Not only does the Creature
consistently struggle to define itself according to the values
of a bourgeois system, it eventually submits its life to the
system, thereby ending its reign as the liminal monster.
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